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    A compiled table of numerical differential cross sections of elastic and inelastic scattering 
 of protons from several odd-even nuclei is presented, of which measurements were carried 
 out by the Kyoto group using a 105cm cyclotron of Kyoto University. The incident energy 
 of protons was changed by stacked aluminium foils in the energy range of 6 MeV to 7.5MeV. 
 Targets nuclei are B", C13, r', Mg25, Al", P3' and Cl". 
    The pourpose of the experiment is to investigate the reaction mechanisms and the 
 relation to the structure of nuclei. Discussions on the results are described briefly. 
                           1. INTRODUCTION 
   Elastic and inelastic scattering of protons had been reported by many authors 
in the mass region from light to intermediately heavy nuclei and in the energy 
range from several to a few tens MeV mainly on even-even nuclei. 
   Important informations have been obtained by their works about scattering 
mechanisms, energy dependences of the cross section and of the shape of the 
angular distribution, the optical model parameters and the level structure. 
   However, the scattering from odd-A nuclei in the mass region less than A-
40 had been studied relatively little, in spite of their interesting characteristics 
compared with that of even-even nuclei. These are : (1) the excitation of the 
compound nucleus which may he formed by a target nucleus and an incident proton, 
is considerably higher than that of neighbouring even-even nuclei. (2) Thresholds 
of the (An) reaction are lower than that of nearby even-even nuclei. (3) Rela-
tively many levels of different spin and parity of the residual nucleus could be 
excited so that it would be possible to study the structure of the nucleus and 
scattering mechanisms by comparing the yields from these levels, because the 
unified model') has shown considerable success in understanding the level structure 
of odd-A nuclei. (4) The (p, p') scattering of odd-even nuclei is the mirror reaction 
of the (p, n) reaction of the same nucleus. It seems to be very interesting to 
compare these two reactions, because the residual two nuclei (in mirror nucleus) 
have the same spin and parity in corresponding low-lying levels. 
   The angular distribution and differential cross-sections and their energy de-
pendences have been measured in the present work for nuclei, B" C13, F'°, Mg25 
Al", P3' and Cl" in the energy range of 6 to 7.5 MeV. 
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                     2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
   A deflected beam of protons accelerated up to about 7.5 MeV by a 105cm F. F. 
cyclotron in our laboratory was led to a 52cm scattering chamber through a pair 
of quadrupole magnets. 
   The scattered protons were detected with a NaI or CsI scintillation counter 
or a solid state detector. In some case the competing (p, a) reaction can occur 
so that the alpha-particles were absorbed with an Al-foil in front of the detector 
to prevent the overlapping of peaks in pulse height spectrum. Usual electronics 
were used to analyze the energy spectrum. 
   The incident energy of the beam was determined by measuring the range in 
aluminium". The incident energy was changed by stacked aluminium foils through 
which the beam emerge into the scattering chamber. 
   The energy spread of the beam, not defined with a magnetic beam analyzer, 
seems to be about 50 keV. 
   The target of boron was made by sedimentation of B" powder (96.7% enriched, 
obtained from ORNL, USA) on a thin gold foil of which thickness was 0.2mg/cm2. 
The thickness of the boron target was ranging 0.5 to 4mg/cm2 from target to 
target. 
   The target of C13 was made by a craking method" from 56% enriched methane 
gas. The thickness was 0.38mg/cm2. 
   As for F", a poly-tetra-fluorethylene (teflon) foils were used (2 to 2.5mg/cm2 
in thickness). 
Mg25 was enriched to about 96% by a mass-separator in Department of Physics, 
Kyoto University, on a thin gold foil of which thickness was 0.2mg/cm2. The 
amount of Mg" was not known so that the absolute cross-section was determined 
by a comparison with the yields from a natural magnesium target with the 
thickness of 1.00mg/cm2. 
   The target of aluminium was a commercial foil of which thickness was 
0.60mg/cm2. 
   For P31, targets were made by sedimentation of redphosphorous powder in 
alcohol on a thin gold foil. The thickness was ranging 1 to 3mg/cm2. 
   For chlorine, natural gas in a gas target chamber was used. 
                   3. DISCUSSIONS ON THE RESULTS
   Detailed discussions on the results had been reported elsewhere2''". A rather 
brief discussion is made here. 
   Numerical values of the differential cross section are given in the following 
tables. 
   The discussion for the elastic scattering is summarized in conclusive remarks. 
3-1. On the Result of B" 
   The angular distribution of inelastically scattered protons from the first excited 
state at 2.13 MeV is considerably energy-dependent. The level can be considered 
to be a level not belonging to the rotational band of the ground state". The 
reaction mechanism is considered to be probably the compound nuclear reaction 
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process in the energy region of 6.5 to 7.5 MeV". 
3-2. On the Result of C" 
   Inelastically scattered protons from the lowest three levels were observed. 
The yield from the second level (3/2-) is predominant. This level can be consi-
dered to be a collective level from the result of the (a, a') scattering recently 
carried out by our groups). Therefore, the relatively large yield from this level 
in the (p, p') scattering is considered to show that the low energy protons excite 
collective levels with some enhancement over single particle excitations, as well 
as alpha-particles of a few tens MeV. 
   These aspects show themselves the existence of direct interactions between 
the target nucleus and the incident particle. As the energy dependence of the 
angular distribution of this collective level is considerably large, the interference 
between the direct interactions and the compound nuclear process may have to 
be taken into consideration. 
3-3. On the Result of F`' 
   Proton groups scattered from three levels (not resolved) at about 1.4 MeV and 
one level at 2.78 MeV were measured. The angular distribution had little energy 
dependence. This is very interesting in comparison with the energy dependence 
of nearby even-even nuclei, for example, Ne", which showed a violent energy 
dependence in this energy region". The reason may be explained by the difference 
in the height of the compound excitation (see ref. 2). 
3-4. On the result on Mg" 
   The angular distribution was measured only at the incident energy of 7 MeV. 
According to the Nilsson model", this nucleus has the same level structure of Al" 
which has the same number of nucleons, 13". The relative yield from lower 
several levels was observed to be qualitatively same as that of aluminium. This 
could be an evidence supporting the Nilsson model in these nuclei and the rota-
tional excitation by low energy protons. 
3-5. The Result on Al" 
   Proton groups from low-lying six levels were observed. 
   Some energy dependences in the angular distribution were observed though 
they are not so violent in even-even nuclei in this energy region". It should be 
noted that the summed angular distribution of p,' (Q— —2.73 Mev) is very close 
to 90° symmetry. This may suggest that the yield from this level was mainly 
brought from the compound process according to the theory of Ericson"). For 
other groups of protons, it seems to be probable that there is a mixing of direct 
interactions and the compound nuclear process. A discussion on this problem 
will be published elsewhere in detail. 
3-6. On the Result of P" 
   The energy dependence of the angular distribution of and p2' are relatively 
little. In higher energy regions (8 to 14 MeV) both angular distributions take a 
resembled figure with each other". The monentum transfer in the excitation of 
both levels is equally two. Thus the resemblance suggest an excitation by direct 
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interactions. The shape of both angular distributions have also some resemblance 
in the result of present experiment. It could be considered that in this energy range 
the both direct and compound nuclear reactions are mixed, and the rate of the 
latter process would be increasing at lower incident energies. 
3-7. On the Result of Cl" 
   At present, the number of data is quite few so that no discussion can be made. 
3-8. Conclusive Remarks 
   The energy dependence of the angular distribution of the elastic scattering is 
little compared with that of even-even nuclei in the same energy region. This 
fact was clarified by the present investigation". The reasons can be considered 
to be the relative height of the compound nucleus and the (p, n) thresholds. The 
former is in general considerably high in odd-even nuclei compared with even-
even nuclei. The latter is low in odd-even nuclei compared with even-even nuclei. 
Thus the compound nucleus decays less in the ingoing channel in odd-even nuclei 
than in even-even nuclei. In the latter nuclei the compound nucleus has relatively 
a small number of out-going channels other than a rejection to the ingoing channel 
so that the probability of decaying through the same channel as ingoing channel, 
i. e. the elastic scattering, would be relatively large in its amount in the elastic 
scattering in low energy protons (see ref. 4). This would cause the relatively 
large energy dependence of the elastic scattering in even-even nuclei compared 
with that in odd-even nuclei. 
   The integrated cross-section of the inelastic scattering is not strongly energy-
dependent with few exceptions in this energy region. This aspect is also charac-
teristic point in comparison with that of even-even nuclei and with that of another 
type of reactions. 
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Q-VALUEQ•-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEVEL PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
B11 7.45 0 3/2 -B11 7.45 -2.13 1/2 - 
Om. (do-/dS2)cm Error*Ocm (dc-/dI2)c,n Error 
















 * Errors are stasistical. 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OFSPINTARGETINCIDENT OFSPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE&       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEVELPARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
B117.27 0 3/2 - B" 7.27 -2.13 1/2 - 
Ocm(da'/df2)cm ErrorOcm (do-/da2)cm Error 
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Q-VALUE .._------------------------------------------------------------Q=VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEV L PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
 B"7.22-2.13 1/2 - B" 6.940 3/2 - 
0cm(do /dI2)cm ErrorBeni (do /df2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster.in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.33.620.7224.1 446. 7. 
  27.43.070.4927.1 684. 10. 
  47.23.000.1747.4 116. 1. 
  54.53.160.1550.597.9 0.8 
  65.33.190.1053.678.4 0.6 
  75.63.430.0864.338.5 0.3 
  86.23.770.0974.525.6 0.2 
  96.24.150.0985.125.5 0.2 
  106.24.720.0995.130.3 0.2 
  115.65.310.14105.1 35.2 0.3 
  125.36.010.14114.5 37.1 0.3 
  134.56.120.14124.3 36.1 0.3 
  144.16.320.14134.0 34.6 0.3 
  152.35.910.15143.2 33.6 0.3 
  162.15.610.1.4148.0 32.9 0.3 
                           152.4 34.8 0.3
                           161.5 36.8 0.3
Q-VALUEQ- VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEV LPARITY 
    (MeV)(MeV)  
 B"6.94 -2.13 1/2 -B" 6.81 -2.13 1/2 -
 ---------
    0cm(do-/dS2)om Error0cm (do-/d&2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster.in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  23.56.48 0.6025.3 3.17 0.52 
  48.43.84 0.1527.4 3.20 0.34 
  51.43.73 0.1249.3 3.34 0.19 
   54.63.92 0.1154.6 3.53 0.11 
  65.34.42 0.1065.3 4.21 0.13 
  76.04.93 0.1076.0 4.61 0.13 
  86.25.290.1386.2 4.94 0.10 
  96.35.22 0.1296.3 5.25 0.22 
  106.25.01 0.14106.2 5.39 0.11 
  116.05.38 0.15116.0 5.03 0.16 
  125.44.81 0.14125.4 4.69 0.20 
  134.64.91 0.14134.6 4.47 0.15 
  144.14.37 0.18144.1 4.64 0.18 
  153.14.53 0.15153.1 3.64 0.15 
  162.14.38 0.15162.1 3.66 0.12 
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Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEVEL PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
       (MeV) ------------(MeV).._. 
 B" 6.55 0 3/2 -B" 6.55 -2.131/2 - 
0e171 (do-/dS2)cm Errordom (do-/df),)em Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.0430.6.25.33.430.33 
  30.3345.5.31.03.470.16 
  47.4128.1.46.03.420.09 
  53.683.60.454.63.500.08 
  64.343.60.265.43.510.07 
  74.533.30.276.13.440.07 
  85.134.10.286.33.500.07 
  95.141.20.296.33.450.07 
  105.145.70.2106.3 3.410.08 
  114.542.60.2116.1 3.300.10 
  124.340.40.2125.4 3.360.09 
  134.036.60.2134.6 3.390.10 
143.239.40.2144.1 4.190.12 
  152.440.60.2153.2 3.940.12 
  161.549.30.2162.1 4.750.14 
      Q-VALUEQ--VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOFSPINTARGETINCIDENTOF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEV L PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
 B"6.14 03/2 - B" 6.14 -2.131/2 - 
OM.(do-/df2)e,„ ErrorBC,„ (do-/df2)c„, Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.0433.6.25.4 4.070.26 
  30.3328.5.31.1 4.230.15 
  47.4121.1.46.1 4.580.14 
   53.680.90.455.1. 4.520.08 
  64.343.50.265.5 4.420.07 
  74.530.90.276.2 3.490.06 
  85.132.80.286.3 3.230.06 
  95.139.60.296.4 3.440.06 
  105.144.70.2106.3 3.540.07 
  114.548.80.2116.2 3.910.12 
  124.349.70.2125.5 4.700.09 
  134.051.50.3135.1 5.020.09 
  143.250.10.3144.2 5.260.10 
  152.459.10.3153.2 5.860.10 
  161.566.20.3162.2 5.620.10 
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Q VALUEQ--VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
----------------(MeV)----(MeV) 
C13 7.05 -3.09 1/2 + C13 7.05 -3.68 3/2 - 
    Gem(do /d42)em Errordem (do-/dS),)e„1 Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
22.1 1.92 0.8422.3--
  27.5 3.98 0.5427.97.96 0.58 
33.0 3.44 0.2833.46.46 0.29 
43.9 3.89 0.2044.49.12 0.28 
54.6 3.59 0.1255.28.92 0.18 
65.2 3.47 0.1565.97.41 0.22 
75.7 2.92 0.0776.46.57 0.11 
85.9 2.76 0.1086.76.50 0.10 
96.0 2.02 0.0796.87.35 0.12 
105.9 1.44 0.13106.79.00 0.16 
115.7 1.40O. 14116.410.2 0.2 
125.2 1.51 0.10125.911.5 0.2 
134.6 2.13 0.14135.212.7 0.3 
143. 9 3.17 0.16144. 413.1 0. 3 
153.0 3.12 0.15153.413.2 0.3 
162.1 3.66 0.171.62.313.0 0.3 
166.6 3.87 0.18166.813.0 0.3 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENTOF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY      (
MeV)(MeV) 
C13 7.05 -3.85 5/2 + C13 6.89 -3.09 1/2 + 
Bei„ (do/d4/)em Error©em (do-/60.)emn Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
22.3--33.12.540.24 
27.9 2.10 0.6244.02.830.21 
33.4 3.11 0.3454.72.920.16 
44.4 4.20 0.2565.32.770.15 
55.2 3.50 0.1076.82.450.14 
65.9 3.26 0.1786.02.530.11 
76.4 3.10 0.0896.22.340.10 
86.7 2.98 0.08106.11.87O. 18 
96.8 3.13 0.08115.81.780.19 
106.7 2.75 0.10125.32.120.16 
116.4 2.81 0.121.34.7 2.730.18 
125.9 3.58 0.11143.92.820.16 
135.2 3.07 0.15153.13.360.18 
144.44. 10 0.16162.13.580.19 
153.4 4.29 0.18166.64.030.15 
162.3 4.41 0.17 
166.8 4.29 0.17 
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Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEVEL PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
C13 6.89 -3.68 3/2 - C13 6.89 -3.85 5/2 -1 
Ocm (do-/df2)cm ErrorOC,ri (da-/df2)e,n Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  33.58.01 0.3133.52.29 0.28 
  44.47.93 0.3244.43.54 0.25 
   55.37.32 0.3155.33.70 0.22 
  66.07.07 0.2366.04.34 0.16 
   76.55.72 0.2176.52.50 0.16 
  86.85.12 0.2086.82.91 0.15 
  97.45.41 0.2197.42.57 0.16 
  106.8 6.03 0.21106.82.44 0.16 
  116.5 6.68 0.22116.52.38 0.17 
  126.0 6.80 0.22126.02.27 0.18 
  135.3 7.16 0.23135.32.57 0.15 
  144.4 7.44 0.22144.42.34 0.15 
  153.5 6.75 0.21153.52.42 0.16 
  162.4 6.28 0.21162.42.05 0.15 
  166.8 6.85 0.21166.82.250.15 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE&NUCLEUSENERGY THE & (MeV) LEVEL PARITY(MeV) LEVELPARITY 
    (MeV)(MeV)  
C13 6.60 -3.09 1/2 -i- C'3 6.60 -3.683/2 - 
Oc,n (do-/df2). ErrorOe,n (do-/df2),m Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
33.12.01 0.2833.6 12.70.1 
  44.01.440.1644.6 9.120.30 
  54.82.04 0.1655.5 9.390.32 
  65.42.060.1266.2 7.170.23 
  75.91.97 0.1476.7 G.540.24 
  86.22.58 0.1687.0 5.570.22 
  96.32.21 0.1697.2 4.650.22 
  106.22.15 0.21107.0 4.630.31 
  115.92.90 0.24116.7 6.000.31 
  125.43.45 0.29126.2 5.390.32 
  134.83.58 0.19135.5 4.700.21 
  144.04.27 0.24144.6 4.340.26 
  153.14.43 0.24153.6 4.520.26 
  162.25.12 0.26162.4 4.480.25 
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Q-VALUEQ- VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
-1 .35 5/2 -
 C136.60 -3.85 5/2 +F'9 7.42 -1.46 3/2 -
                                                   -1 .56 3/2 + 
©em(da /dS1)em ErrorOem (do-fddl)em Error 
   in degrees in tnb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  33.64.25 0.4331.44.680.17 
  44.62.87 0.2142.16.400.12 
  55.53.14 0.2046.27.340.08 
  66.23.69 0.1952.48.110.09 
  76.73.32 0.1962.69.540.09 
  87.03.29 0.2073.110.00.1 
  97.23.58 0.2683.210.30.1 
  107.03.37 0.2693.210.40.1 
  116.72.74 0.26103.210.20.1 
  126.22.23 0.24113.29.520.11 
  135.52.76 0.20122.68.870.10 
  144.62.13 0.21132.47.030.10 
  153.62.04 0.22141.16.030.10 
  162.41.76 0.21151.44.310.10 
                             161.14.120.09 
     Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE&NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEV L PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
                                                   -1 .355/2 - 
  F"7.41 -2.78 (7/2,9/2)F19 7.27 -1.462/2 -
                                                             -1 .563/2 -{- 
0c,n(do /d12) ern Error ..-....... Be,n (dor/dS1)em Error .. 
   in degreesin mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
   31.61.900.1031.45.24 0.19 
42.32.140.0742.16.18 0.10 
  46.41.940.0446.27.11 0.14 
  52.61.780.0552.47.83 0.08 
  63.21.550.0562.69.20 0.08 
  73.41.370.0573.110.6 0.1 
  83.51.120.0583.210.6 0.1 
  93.51.030.0593.211.0 0.1 
  103.51.050.04103.210.6 0.1 
   113.40.9910.054113.19.98 0.07 
  123.21.010.05122.68.75 0.08 
   132.60.9120.054132.47.57 0.08 
  142.30.9730.054141.16.23 0.08 
  151.61.020.059151.45.05 0.08 
   161.20.8700.060161.14.44 0.08 
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Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEVELPARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV)  
                                                   -1 .35 5/2 -
  F19 7.27 -2.78 (7/2,9/2)F" 7.02 -1 .563/2- 2 
Oe. (do-/dS2). ErrorOe,, (do-/ds2),;a, Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  31.62.350.1331.48.74 0.23 
  42.31.850.0742.19.70 0.15 
  46.41.760.0852.411.0 0.2 
  52.61.620.0562.612.8 0.14 
  63.21.220.0573.114.6 0.2 
   73.41.040.0483.215.0 0.15 
   83.50.9970.05093.314.6 0.13 
   93.50.8450.034103.213.7 0.14 
   103.50.7820.040113.1 11.8 0.17 
   113.40.7050.043122.610.4 0.12 
   123.20.7530.047132.48.92 0.12 
   132.60.6330.047142.17.26 0.12 
   142.30.5630.051.151.46.57 0.21 
   151.60.5600.055161.14.55 0.22 
    161.20.7460.064 
      Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOFSPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEV L PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
                                                   -1 .355/2 - 
  F"7.02 -2.78 (7/2,9/2)F" 6.78 -1.463/2 -                                                   -1 .563/2 + 
0,,,, (do-/dS2)„m Error0c,,, (do-/dS2),,,, Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
   31.61.45 0.1431.4 10.00.3 
  42.31.32 0.0842.1 11.30.3 
  53.41.08 0.0852.4 12.90.2 
   63.30.990 0.06962.6 14.70.2 
   73.40.853 0.06673.1 15.20.5 
   83.50.805 0.07183.2 15.40.2 
   93.60.794 0.05093.3 14.90.2 
   103.50.717 0.050103.2 14.20.2 
   113.40.758 0.068113.1 12.30.2 
   123.30.795 0.064122.6 11.00.2 
   133.00.770 0.066132.4 9.54 0.26 
   142.30.598 0.118142.1 9.07 0.27 
   151.60.521 0.113151.4 8.14 0.21 
   161.20.279 0.130161.1 6.72 0.26 
( 11 )
                         jun KOKAME and  I<iyoji FUKUNAGA 
Q-VALUE Q-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY (MeV)LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
F156.78 -2. 78 (7/2,9/2)Mg257.0 0 5/2 + 
0„,n(da/d11)„, Error0„n, (do/d12),„, Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  32.02.190.2562.0107.30.6 
42.41.990.1772.268.30.5 
  53.11.630.0982.345.10.4 
  63.31.380.1092.333.90.3 
  73.51.240.18102.327.60.2 
  83.61.040.08112.222.80.3 
94.10.817 0.075122.022.20.3 
  103.60.644 0.068131.824.80.4 
  113.50.713 0.088141.522.00.3 
  123.30.811 0.097151.220.70.3 
  133.00.557 0.081156.024.40.3 
142.30.726 0.166 
   152.00.651 0.120 
   161.20.714 0.160 
     Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE&       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
      (MeV) ---(MeV) --- 
Mg257.0 -0.584 1/2 + Mg25 7.0 -0.976 3/2 -{- 
O„„,(do /d12).. ErrorO„n,(do-/d1-2),„1 Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  51.93.170.2636.44.130.50 
  62.12.730.2541.62.300.40 
  72.32.170.2651.92.730.19 
                            62.13.120.12 
                            72.32.780.12 
                            82.42.280.13 
                            92.52.260.10 
                            102.42.390.17
                             112.32.740.31 
                             122.12.190.41 
( 12 )
                      (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEVEL PARITY(MeV)L VEL PARITY 
----------------------- (MeV)  _.__..__.(MeV) 
Mg257.0 -1.611 (7/2) + Mg~5 7.0-1.962 5/2 -I- 
Oem(do•/df2)e,n ErrorOem (do-/dS2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
36.510.2 0.536.6 6.440.76 
41.710.1 0.441.8 4.610.34 
52.011.5 0.352.1 4.540.22 
62.49.88 0.2362.4 3.800.15 
72.57.45 0.1972.6 3.220.14 
82.65.07 0.1182.7 2.590.13 
92.64.77 0.1292.7 1..960.09 
102.64.83 0.14102.7 1.850.11 
112.55.63 0.20112.6 2.260.16 
122.47.81 0.23122.4 2.680.16 
132.08.15 0.34132.1 3.020.30 
141.77.99 0.21141.8 2.290.14 
151.36.57 0.13151.4 2.030.17 
156.16.30 0.21156.6 2.080.17 
      Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE&TARGETENERGYTHE & NUCLEUS
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
    (MeV)(MeV)  
Mg257.0 --2.565 1/2 +Mg25 7.0 -2.803(3/2)5/2)- 
Oem(do'/d11),,,,, Error02,5 (da-/df2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
36.71.94 0.4936.8 4.810.47 
41.9- -42.0--
  52.21.16 0.1852.3 5.780.22 
62.51.14 0.1562.6 4.890.19 
72.70.919 0.11372.8 4.900.17 
82.90.852 0.15182.9 4.020.16 
92.90.759 0.08193.0 3.490.11 
102.90.788 0.137102.9 3.400.14 
112.70.910O. 143112.8 3.690.13 
122.50.986 0.153122.6 4.920.20 
132.21.11. 1.23132.3 4.820.32 
141.90.999 0.145141.9 3.890.18 
151.50.617 0.159151.5 2.940.17 
156.20.919 0.153156.2 2.860.17 
( 13 )
                        Jun  KOKAME and Kiyoji FUKUNAGA 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY     (M
eV)(MeV)  
Mg257.03 .408 408(3/2)+A 1277.35 0 5/2 
OM (do /(1I2)sn, ErrorOe n (da /d12)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  36.8 4.200.40 25.51130.2. 
  42.1 4.460.34 31.0590.2. 
  52.5 6.280.22 41.2254.0.6 
  62.8 8.290.24 51.4136.0.4 
  73.1 5.910.16 61.583.1 0.3 
  83.2 4.340.15 72.057.0 0.3 
  93.3 3.410.10 82.139.5 0.2 
  103.2 3.500.13 92.129.I. 0.2 
  113.1 4.210.19 102.121.1 0.2 
  122.8 5.230.23 112.017.3 0.2 
  132.5 4.670.30 121.516.7 0.2 
  142.1 4.120.17 131.419.8 0.2 
  151.6 3.330.17 141.225.1 0.2 
  156.4 3.970.17 151.030.3 0.2 
                           160.434.7 0.2
     Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
    INCIDENT OFSPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE&TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVELPARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY     (
MeV)(MeV)  
  Al"7.35 -0.8421/2+Al"7.35 -2.208 7/2 -1- 
Oom (do-/dS1)ern ErrorBem (do-/dc/),,n Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  31.1 6.390.3331.2 7.39 0.31 
  41.3 6.590.1841.4 6.12 0.16 
  51.5 6.210.1351.6 5.56 0.12 
  61.6 5.990.1262.1 5.20 0.11 
  72.1 5.660.1172.2 4.56 0.11 
  82.2 5.360.1182.3 4.54 0.11 
  92.2 5.190.1192.3 4.21 0.10 
  102.2 5.250.11102.3 4.27 0.10 
112.1 5.090.14112.2 4.26 0.15 
  121.6 4.920.14122.1 4.44 0.15 
  131.5 4.690.15131.6 4.22 0.15 
  141.3 4.030.15141.4 4.25 0.16 
  151.1 3.800.15151.2 4.17 0.16 
  160.5 3.360.15160.5 3.43 0.15 
( 14 )
                      (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV)LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
  Al" 7.35 -2.729 5/2 +Al" 7.35-2.976 3/2 + -3 .000 9/2 + 
Ocm(do-/dS2)om ErrorBCm (do-/dS2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  31.23.420.2331.2 7.810.30 
 41.5--41.5 8.860.16 
  52.02.640.0852.1 6.880.12 
  62.22.600.0762.3 6.330.11 
  72.33.000.0972.4 6.050.12 
  82.42.810.0882.5 5.890.11 
  92.43.060.0892.5 5.680.11 
  102.43.060.13102.5 5.300.10 
  112.33.070.13112.4 5.120.15 
  122.23.130.12122.3 5.060.15 
132.12.950.12132.1. 4.660.15 
  141.43.310.14141.5 4.630.16 
  151.23.640.13151.2 4.590.15 
  160.63.130.13160.6 4.440.15 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE.....------------------------------------------------------------- 
TARGETINCIDENTOF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
 Al"7.14 0 5/2 4Al" 7.14 -0.8421/2 -I-                                                                   -1 .013 3/2 -1-
    Oem(do-/df2)c,,,. ErrorOCm (do-/dS2)eu Error
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.51172. 3.25.6 7.420.58 
  31.0616. 1.331.1 6.750.30 
  41.2252.2 0.741.3 7.120.19 
   51.4136.1 0.651.5 6.400.19 
  61.583.1 0.561.6 6.000.17 
  72.059.7 0.472.1 5.840.16 
  82.141.6 0.482.2 5.670.16 
  92.128.3 0.392.2 5.770.13 
  102.120.6 0.3102.2 5.930.16 
  112.016.0 0.2112.1 6.070.18 
  121.517.0 0.2121.6 5.740.22 
  131.421.1. 0,3131.5 5.910.23 
  141.227.2 0.3141.3 5.700.19 
  151.033.2 0.3151.1 5.370.20 
  160.440.9 0.4160.5 4.700.21 
( 15 )
                         Jun KOKAME and Kiyoji  FUKUNAGA 
Q -VALUE R-VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENT OF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGYTHE&       (MeV) LEV L PARITY(M
eV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
Al" 7.14-2.208 7/2 + Al" 7.1.4 -2.729 5/2 -1- 
dcm(do-/dS2)em ErrorOem(do-/d12)em Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.15.980.5726.12.260.47 
  31.24.620.2731.21.920.19 
   41.45.780.1841.53.680.15 
   51.65.410.1852.12.310.13 
  62.15.180.1762.22.280.13 
  72.35.140.1672.32.520.13 
  82.35.020.1582.42.530.12 
  92.34.810.1392.42.730.10 
  102.34.910.16102.43.060.14 
  112.35.310.21112.32.990.18 
  122.15.470.21122.22.690.16 
  141.45.920.22132.12.630.16 
  151.26.170.24141.52.280.18 
  160.55.900.23151.22.140.17 
                            160.62.450.19 
R-VALUE------------R------------------------------------VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
              -Al"7
.142.975 3/2-I-Al27 6.95 05/2 -I-      -3 .000 9/2 +/ 
Bc,n(do-/dS2)em ErrorOcm (dcr/d42)cr Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.17.300.5325.51285.2. 
  31.38.110.2931.0645.2. 
41.58.420.1841.2267.2. 
   52.17.830.2051.4141.30.7 
  62.36.730.1861.585.90.5 
  72.46.220.1872.060.30.5 
   82.55.410.17 82.145.6•0.4 
   92.55.540.1592.1.33.20.3 
  102.54.870.18102.125.30.3 
  112.44.630.22112.021.60.3 
  122.35.430.23121.521.90.3 
  132.16.200.24131.426.10.3 
  141.56.060.26141.231.90.4 
  151.36.480.27151.039.00.4 
  160.66.400.26160.445.10.4 
( 16 )
                      (p,p), (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
 Q-VALUE R-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY      (M
eV)(MeV) 
  Al"6.95 -1.013 3/2 +Al"6.95 -2.208 7/2 + 
       /)Error8„m(/)   earn (dvdS2cmdo-dSZem Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.6 --26.18.330.40 
   31.1 5.930.30 31.28.230.31 
   41.3 6.190.18 41.47.960.17 
  51.5 5.570.19 51.67.670.19 
  61.6 5.020.17 62.17.020.19 
  72.1 4.960.16 72.35.940.18 
  86.2 4.600.16 82.35.360.17 
  92.2 4.630.16 92.45.240.17 
  102.2 5.000.15 L02.34.820.15 
  112.1 5.270.19 112.34.680.21 
  122.0 5.380.20 122.24.350.20 
  131.5 5.600.21 131.65.050.23 
  141.3 5.000.22 141.44.920.22 
151.1 4.800.21 151.25.400.23 
  160.5 4.450.21 160.54.840.22 
Q--VALUEQ- VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE&TARGET ENERGYTHE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVELPARITYNUCLEUS                                        (NIeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
 Al"6.952.976 3/2 -f-                2.729 5/2 + AL27 6.95 -3 .000 9/2 H 
O. (da-/d42)7;,n ErrorOem (da-/df2)„„~ Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.1 3.070.3226.1 14.7 0.5 
  31.2 3.320.2131.3 12.0 0.3 
  41.5 4.000.1341.5 10.8 0.2 
  52.1 3.120.1452.18.46 0.20 
  62.2 2.640.1262.36.95 0.18 
  72.4 2.850.1372.45.92 0.18 
  82.4 2.920.1382.55.89 0.19 
  92.5 2.690.1492.55.69 0.20 
  102.4 2.190.12102.5 6.61 0.21 
  112.4 2.190.16112.4 7.86 0.26 
  122.2 2.280.18122.3 8.44 0.19 
  132.1 3.070.19132.1 8.95 0.29 
141.5 2.470.19141.5 9.20 0.30 
  151.2 2.080.18151.3 9.81 0.33 
  160.6 2.610.18160.6 9.55 0.31 
( 17 )
                         Jun  KOKAME and Kiyoji FUKUNAGA 
     Q-VALUE Q-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS 
        (MeV)(MeV) LEVEL PARITY                                                    (MeV) 
Al" 6.710 5/2 + Al" 6.71 _O.8423/1                                                                                                                     2-- 
0. (do-/dS2)e,n ErrorBcm(do-/dS2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.5 1432. 2.25.65.410.52 
  31.0743. 2.31.15.290.36 
  41.2317. 1.41.35.490.25 
  51.4171. 0.851.56.030.22 
  61.5105.3 0.762.05.950.21 
  72.069.3 0.572.15.960.19 
  82.150.7 0.482.25.760.19 
  92.139.0 0.492.25.570.18 
  102.130.0 0.3102.25.140.17 
  112.025.6 0.3112.14.760.19 
  121.523.7 0.3122.05.110.20 
  131.427.1 0.3131.55.080.21 
  141.232.3 0.4141.35.230.21 
  151.040.1 0.4151.14.900.22 
  160.446.3 0.4160.54.880.22 
      Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
    INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
Al" 6.71 -2.208 7/2 + Al" 6.71 -2.7295/2 + 
        O.. (do /dS2)e„m Errordem (do-/dS2)ern Error
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.1 6.14 0.5326.1 2.170.43 
  31.2 5.47 0.3632.2 1.250.26 
  41.4 5.81 0.2541.5 3.710.22 
  52.0 5.94 0.2252.1 2.290.15 
  62.2 6.01 0.2262.3 2.450.18 
  72.3 6.65 0.2172.4 2.820.17 
  82.3 6.24 0.2082.5 3.430.18 
  92.4 6.12 0.2192.5 3.360.18 
  102.3 5.50 0.18102.5 2.990.16 
  112.3 5.23 0.24112.4 3.510.18 
  122.2 4.75 0.24122.3 2.770.18 
  132.04.16 0.23132.1 3.100.18 
  141.4 4.33 0.23141.5 3.010.21 
  151.2 3.74 0.24151.2 3.030.21 
  160.5 3.55 0.23160.6 3.280.21 
( 18 )
                      (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
Q-VALUEQ---VALUE 
TARGETINCIDENTOF SPINTARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
NUCLEUSENERGY THE &NUCLEUSENERGY THE &       (MeV) LEV L PARITY (MeV) LEV L PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
Al"6.71 2.976 3/2 +Al" 6.57 05/2 +                    -3 .000 9/2 
Ucm(do-/dS2)c,n Error©cm (do-/d12),,„ Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.15.230.5425.5- -
  31.35.180.3331.0715. 2. 
  41.55.740.2441.2292. 1. 
  52.15.510.2251.4158. 0.9 
  62.35.600.2461.596.8 0.7 
  72.45.770.2272.061.5 0.6 
  82.55.510.2382.141.9 0.5 
   92.55.909.2<192.129.5 0.4 
  102.55.540.19102.1 22.9 0.4 
  112.45.220.24112.0 20.1 0.3 
  122.35.540.35121.5 22.4 0.4 
  132.15.080.22131.4 26.9 0.4 
  141.54.830.23141.2 34.1 0.3 
  151.35.120.24151.0 41.1 0.5 
161.04.540.24160.4 46.6 0.5 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENTOF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS                                          (MeV) LEVEL I'AI2ITY          (MeV)(MeV)
.842Al"6.57 _~_0131/2Al"6.57 -2.208 7/2 
Own (do'/dl2)c,n(/)                   Error~c„1do-dS2c,n Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
 25.6 --26.1- -
  31.1 5.540.3731.24.94 0.35 
  41.3 5.980.2841.44.98 0.26 
  51.5 5.500.2552.04.93 0.24 
  62.0 5.910.2362.25.57 0.23 
72.1 6.000.2172.35.52 0.23 
  82.2 5.880.2282.46.58 0.24 
  92.2 6.150.2392.46.66 0.24 
  102.2 6.420.23102.4 5.700.23 
  112.1 6.920.26112.3 5.50 0.31 
  122.0 7.040.26122.2 5.35 0.30 
  131.5 6.890.26132.1 4.42 0.29 
  141.3 6.250'21141.4 4.80 0.24 
  151.1 6.210.28151.2 4.47 0.32 
  160.5 6.800.27160.6 4.95 0.32 
( 1.9 )
                              Jun  KOKAME and Kiyoji FUKUNAGA 
Q-VALUE Q-VALUE 
       INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN   TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE &    NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS(MeV) LEVEL PARITY        (M
eV) (MeV) 
Al27 6.57 -2.729 5/2 + Al"6.57-3.0003/2 + --3 .000 9/2 + 
Oem (do-/d62)cr Error0crn(do-/d61)c,a Error 
        in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  26.1-- 26.1--
     32.22.970.30 31.36.590.30 
     41.55.980.26 41.55.740.28 
     52.13.410.22 52.15.310.25 
     62.33.460.20 62.35.380.26 
     72.43.720.22 72.45.020.28 
     82.53.450.22 82.56.210.32 
     92.53.600.26 92.56.400.37 
     102.5 3.400.25 102.57.210.38 
     112.4 4.160.30 112.47.050.42 
     122.3 4.690.33122.36.660.43 
     132.1 3.520.31 132.16.720.46 
141.5 -- 141.5--
   151.2 4.280.38151.3--
    160.6 5.010.41 161.0- 
Q--VALUEQ-VALUE 
       INCIDENT OFSPININCIDENT OF SPIN   TARGET 
ENERGYTHE&TARGET ENERGY THE &    NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVELPARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY       (M
eV)(MeV) 
    P31 7.3501/2 +P31 7.35 -1.265 3/2 + 
Oem(do-/d12),,„ ErrorOem (do•/d62)ct„ Error 
        in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
     25.5 995.96.534.1 5.770.38 
     34.0 434.32.741.2 5.340.20 
     41.1 249.21.551.3 5.110.16 
     51.3 150.21.561.5 4.760.11 
    61.4 97.00.671.6 4.460.10 
    71.4 58.60.482.0 3.580.08 
     81.5 36.00.292.0 3.250.08 
91.5 19.10.2102.0 2.980.08 
    101.5 12.40.1111.6 3.080.11 
111.4 9.110.11.121.5 3.230.11 
121.4 10.40.1131.3 3.900.24 
131.3 16.30.2141.2 3.860.34 
    141.1 26.60.2151.0 3.620.52 
    150.6 41.60.2160.4 3.540.32 
     160.4 57.30.3 
( 20 )
                      (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
m 
     Q VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGYTHE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV)LEVEL PARITY 
         (MeV)(MeV)  .....__. 
P3' 7.35 - 2.232 5/2 +P31 7.100 1/2 + 
VCm (da/df2)cm Error0(m (do-/dc2)em Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  25.6 4.220.6827.5 1112.6. 
  28.0 4.360.4434.0 679.4. 
  41.3 4.500.1743.2 349.2. 
  51.4 4.600.1551.3 227.1.3 
  61.6 4.630.1061.4 130.1. 
  72.1 4.390.1071.4 81.90.7 
  82.1 4.520.1081.5 50.90.5 
92.1 4.250.1091.5 33.10.4 
  102.1 4.080.09101.5 20.60.2 
  112.1 3.600.15111.4 15.00.2 
  121.6 3.190.14121.4 17.10.2 
  131.4 3.000.14131.3 28.80.3 
141.3 2.790.13141.1 48.50.3 
  151.1 2.390.13150.6 71.90.4 
  160.5 2.640.13160.4 96.40.5 
Q-V ALUEQ-V ALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE &TARGET ENERGYTHE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY      (
MeV)(MeV) 
P31 7.10 -1.265 3/2 -;- P3' 7.10-2.232 5/2 + 
O,m (do-/df2)(.n ErrorOem (do-/df2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  34.1 4.330.4727.6 4.47 0.64 
  43.2 4.450.2543.2 4.86 0.23 
  51.3 4.780.2051.3 4.94 0.20 
61.55.06 0.1861.55.31 0.18 
  71.6 5.420.1571.6 5.60 0.16 
  82.0 5.940.1482.0 5.88 0.14 
  92.0 6.500.1392.0 6.02 0.13 
  102.0 4.570.12102.0 5.91 0.14 
111.6 4.220.18111.6 5.59 0.14 
  121.5 3.420.16121.5 4.80 0.17 
  131.3 3.320.15131.3 4.31 0.22 
  141.2 3.280.13141.2 3.70 0.21 
  151.0 3.270.13151.0 3.28 0.19 
  160.4 3.460.20160.4 3.26 0.20 
( 21 )
                         Jun KOKAME and Kiyoji  FUKUNAGA 
     Q VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENT OF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY      (M
eV)(MeV) 
P31 6.950 1/2 +P336.95 -1.265 3/2 + 
Oem (do-/dS1)e,,, ErrorBem(do-/dD)em Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  28.5 993.15.34.14.650.26 
  34.0 578.9.41.24.340.18 
  41.1 354.5.51.34.410.15 
  51.3 202.3.61.54.180.13 
  61.4 124.2.71.63.880.11 
  71.4 74.21.182.03.390.11 
  81.5 43.50.392.03.370.10 
  91.5 24.20.2102.03.340.11 
  101.5 11.60.2111.63.450.14 
  111.4 6.200.10121.53.890.15 
  121.4 8.130.11131.34.450.20 
  131.3 15.80.2141.24.980.15 
  141.1 27.50.2151.25.270.15 
  150.6 42.00.3160.45.450.15 
   160.4 53.70.3 
Q-VALUEQ-VALUE 
     INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENTOF SPIN TARGET 
ENERGYTHE &TARGET ENERGY THE & NUCLEUS 
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS (MeV) LEVEL PARITY      (M
eV)(MeV) 
P31 6.95 --2.232 5/2P31 6.71 0 1/2 + 
Oem (do-/dI2)em ErrorOem (do-/dS2)muError 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  29.0 3.870.3427.5 943.14. 
  41.3 4.250.1934.0 593.9. 
  51.4 4.600.1343.2 294.5. 
  61.6 4.590.1251.3 182.3. 
  72.1 4.750.1161.4 119.2. 
  82.1 4.780.1371.4 68.51.0 
  92.2 4.600.1381.5 43.80.7 
  102.1 4.630.1391.5 27.30.3 
  112.1 4.640.17101.5 16.50.2 
  121.6 4.430.16111.4 11.70.2 
  131.4 4.040.18121.4 14.20.2 
  141.3 3.520.15131.3 23.80.2 
  151.1 2.930.16141.1 36.70.3 
  160.5 2.340.16150.6 50.90.4 
                           160.4 64.60.4
( 22 )
                       (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
Q -VALUEQ-VALUE 
TARGET      INCIDENTOFSPINTARGETINCIDENTOFSPIN    ENERGY HE&E ERGYTHE& 
NUCLEUSNUCLEUS       (MeV)LEVELPARITY(MeV)LEVELPARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
P316.71 --1.265 3/2 +P316.71- 2.2325/2 4- 
Oem(dcr/c1S2)eniErrorOem(do-/dS2)1Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster.in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  34.14.630.4028.05.380.80 
  43.24.330.2142.25.590.20 
51.34.450.1751.46.380.18 
   61.54.210.1461.55.800.16 
  71.63.810.1372.15.840.15 
  82.03.920.1182.15.930.14 
  92.03.700.1692.25.620.14 
  102.03.740.11102.15.370.13 
111.63.820.15112.15.160.19 
  121.54.170.15121.64,930.20 
  131.34.640.14131.44.660.19 
  141.24.980.16141.34.480.19 
151 . 05.120.14151.14.540.19 
  160.45.050.14160.54.440.19 
Q-VALU EQ-VALUE 
TARGET       INCIDENTOFSPINTARGETINCIDENTOFSPIN      ENERGY HE&
PARITYENERGYTHE& NUCLEUS(MeV)LEVE1NUCLEUS                                      (MeV)LE E PARITY 
    (MeV)(MeV)  
P316.5401/2 +P316.54 ---1.265 3/2 -I-
    OC/11(doldS1),,,,ErrorOem(dcr/dS2)1.Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster.in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  28.51824.27.36.14.850.33 
  30.61699.26.41.24.800.35 
  36.0507.8.44.25.070.22 
  41.1360.5.51.45.100.18 
  44.2320.5.61.54.550.15 
  51.3 212.3.71.64.470.15 
  61.4128.2.82.04.230.14 
  71.475.80.992.04.370.16 
   81.546.60.7102.04.300.13 
   91.527.50.5111.63.910.17 
  101.514.50.3121.54.160.18 
  111.47.840.11131.44.310.17 
  121.38.220.10141.24.600.16 
  131.313.20.1151.04.950.13 
  141.120.30.2160.44.500.12 
( 23 )
                          Jun  KOKAME and Kiyoji FUKUNAGA 
Q-VALUEQ--VALUE 
INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENTOF SPIN TARGET
ENERGY.THE &TARGETENERGY THE & NUCLEUS
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS                                      (MeV) LEVEL PARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
P31 6.54 ---2.232 5/2 -LC13J+37 7.0 03/2 -f- 
0cm (d0-/d12)e,,, ErrorO.(da-/d12)em Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
29.1 5.260.6120.54687.19. 
31.1 4.630.7930.81051.5. 
  44.3 4.520.2046.1381.52.9 
   51.5 4.890.1861.4144.76.6 
  61.6 5.450.1771.584.60.5 
  72.1 5.570.1781.652.30.4 
  82.2 5.480.1791.627.30.3 
  92.2 5.090.19106.612.00.2 
  102.2 5.020.17121.413.90.2 
  112.1 4.590.24136.128.50.3 
  122.0 3.740.21150.839.10.4 
  131.5 2.880.21160.546.80.4 
141.3 2.450.20 
151.1 3.090.23 
   160.5 2.240.21 
• Q_VALUEQ-VALUE 
    INCIDENT OF SPININCIDENTOFSPIN TARGET 
ENERGY THE&TARGET ENERGY THE& NUCLEUS
(MeV) LEVEL PARITYNUCLEUS(MeV) LEVELPARITY 
     (MeV)(MeV) 
C1357.0 -1. 22 +C135+376.7 03/2 + 
Oem(do'/d,(2),,„ ErrorOem(do /dI2)cm Error 
   in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. in degrees in mb/ster. in mb/ster. 
  30.93.84 0.3425.71618.15. 
  46.32.46 0.3730.8806.5. 
  61.62.46 0.2841.0380.2. 
  71.71.59 0.1256.3153.0.7 
  81.81.15 0.1171.568.40.6 
  91.81.34 0.1286.626.01.6 
  106.81.53 0.18101.610.60.3 
  121.6 2.59 0.12116.58.840.22 
  136.3 3.40 0.11131.214.40.3 
  150.9 3.79 0.14145.929.90.4 
  160.6 4.09 0.15160.641.00.3 
( 24 )
                     (p,p),  (p,p') Scattering from 6 to 7.5 Mev 
                             Q VALUE 
              TARGETINCIDENT OF SPIN 
           NUCLEUSENERGYTHE &                     (MeV) LEVEL PARITY
                               (MeV) 
Cl"6. 7 -1. 22-I-
                        OC 01(do-/dSl)c,,, Error 









              131.42.310.14 
146.03.600.17 
160.63. 71 0.12 
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